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1 Introduction
Let k be arbitrary field and let H be a non simple group. Assume

that A is a normal subgroup of H. Then the realizability of the quotient
group G = H/A as a Galois group over k is a necessary condition for the
realizability of H over k. In this way arises the next generalization of
the inverse problem in Galois theory – the embedding problem of fields.

Let K/k be a Galois extension with Galois group G, and let

(1.1) 1 −→ A −→ H α−→ G −→ 1,

be a group extension, i.e., a short exact sequence. Solving the embed-
ding problem related to K/k and (1.1) consists of determining whether
or not there exists a Galois algebra (called also a weak solution) or a
Galois extension (called a proper solution) L, such that K is contained
in L, H is isomorphic to Gal(L/k), and the homomorphism of restriction
to K of the automorphisms from H coincides with α . We denote the so
formulated embedding problem by (K/k,H,A). We call the group A the
kernel of the embedding problem.

*This paper is (partially) supported by a project No. RD-08-129/04.02.2021
of Shumen University.
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A well known criterion for solvability is obtained by using the
Galois group Ωk of the algebraic separable closure k̄ over k.

Theorem 1.1. [1, Theorem 1.15.1] The embedding problem (K/k,H,A)
is weakly solvable if and only if there exists a homomorphism δ : Ωk →
H, such that α · δ = ϕ , where ϕ : Ωk → G is the natural epimorphism.
The embedding problem is properly solvable if and only if among the
homomorphisms δ , there exists an epimorphism.

Given that the kernel A of the embedding problem is abelian, an-
other well known criterion holds. We can define an G-module structure
on A by aρ = ρ̄−1aρ̄ (ρ̄ is a pre-image of ρ ∈ G in H).

Corollary 1.2. [1, Theorem 13.3.2] Let A be an abelian group and
let c be the 2-coclass of the group extension (1.1) in H2(G,A). Then
the embedding problem (K/k,H, A) is weakly solvable if and only if
infΩk

G (c) = 0

Next, let K contain a primitive root of unity of order equal to
the order of the kernel A. Then we can define the character group Â =
Hom(A,K∗) and make it an G-module by ρ χ(a) = χ(aρ)ρ−1

, for χ ∈ Â,
a ∈ A, ρ ∈ G.

Let Z[Â] be the free abelian group with generators eχ (for χ ∈ Â).
We make it an G-module by ρeχ = eρ χ . Then there exists an exact
sequence of G-modules

(1.2) 0 −→V −→ Z[Â] π−→ Â −→ 0,

where π is defined by π(∑i kieχi
) = ∏i χ

ki
i where ki ∈ Z.

We can clearly consider all G-modules as Ωk-modules. The exact
sequence (1.2) then implies the exact sequence

0 −→ A ≃ Hom(Â, k̄×)−→ Hom(Z[Â], k̄×)−→ Hom(V, k̄×)−→ 0.
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Since H1(Ωk,Hom(Z[Â], k̄×)) = 0 (see [1, §3.13.3]), we obtain the fol-
lowing exact sequence

0−→H1(Ωk,Hom(V, k̄×))
β−→H2(Ωk,A)

γ−→H2(Ωk,Hom(Z[Â], k̄×)).

We call the element η = γ c̄ the (first) obstruction. The condition
η = 0 clearly is necessary for the solvability of the embedding prob-
lem (K/k,H,A). This is the well-known compatibility condition found
by Faddeev and Hasse. In general it is not a sufficient condition for
solvability. Indeed if we assume that η = 0, then there appears a sec-
ond obstruction, namely ξ ∈ H1(Ωk,Hom(V, k̄×)) such that β (ξ ) = c̄.
Thus, in order to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition we must
have both η = 0 and ξ = 0. The second obstruction is very hard to cal-
culate explicitly, though. That is why embedding problems for which
H1(Ωk,Hom(V, k̄×)) = 0 are of special interest. This condition turns
out to be fulfilled in a number of cases, e.g. for the Brauer problems
discussed in the next section.

2 Embedding obstructions for Brauer problems
Let us begin with the so called Brauer problem. The embedding

problem (K/k,H,A) is called Brauer if Â is a trivial G-module. Then
we have the well known.

Theorem 2.1. ([1, Theorem 3.1] The compatibility condition for the
Brauer problem (K/k,H,A) is necessary and sufficient for its weak solv-
ability.

Let q ≥ 2 be a natural number, let k be arbitrary field of charac-
teristic relatively prime to q, containing a primitive qth root of unity ζ ,
and put µq = ⟨ζ ⟩. Let K be a Galois extension of k with Galois group
G. Consider the group extension

(2.1) 1 −→ ⟨ε⟩ −→ H −→ G −→ 1,
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where ε is a central element of order q in H. We are going to identify
the groups ⟨ε⟩ and µq, since they are isomorphic as G-modules.

Assume that c ∈ H2(G,µq) is the 2-coclass corresponding to the
group extension (2.1). The obstruction to the embedding problem (K/k,
H,µq) we call the image of c under the inflation map infΩk

G : H2(G,µq)→
H2(Ωk,µq).

Note that we have the standard isomorphism of H2(Ωk,µq) with
the q-torsion in the Brauer group of k induced by applying H∗(Ωk, ·)
to the q-th power exact sequence of Ωk-modules 1 −→ µq −→ k̄× −→
k̄× −→ 1. In this way, the obstruction equals the equivalence class of
the crossed product algebra (G,K/k, c̄) for any c̄ ∈ c. Hence we may
identify the obstruction with a Brauer class in Brq(k).

Note that we have an injection µq ↪→ K×, which induces a homo-
morphism ν : H2(G,µq)→ H2(G,K×). Then the obstruction is equal to
ν(c), since there is an isomorphism between the relative Brauer group
Br(K/k) and the group H2(G,K×).

Clearly, the problem (K/k,H,µq) is Brauer, so from the proof of
Theorem 2.1 given in the paper [6] it follows that H1(Ωk,Hom(V, k̄×))=
0. Hence the homomorphism γ : H2(Ωk,A)→ H2(Ωk,Hom(Z[Â], k̄×))
is an injection. Therefore, the problem is solvable if and only if the
(first) obstruction is split.

More generally, the following result holds.

Theorem 2.2. Let c be the 2-coclass in H2(G,µq), corresponding to
the group extension (2.1). Then the embedding problem (K/k,H,µq) is
weakly solvable if and only if ν(c) = 1. If µq is contained in the Frattini
subgroup Φ(H) of H, then the condition ν(c) = 1 is sufficient also for
the proper solvability of the problem (K/k,H,µq) (see [1, §1.6, Cor.
5]).

Remark. The related terms weak solvability and Galois algebras were
introduced in order to avoid the trouble of describing some very rare
exceptions. For example the embedding problem related to the split
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exact sequence 1→C2 →C2×C2 →C2 → 1 is ’almost’ always solvable
in term of fields. We need just to suppose that |k∗/k∗2| ≥ 4 so that there
exist a,b ∈ k such that k(

√
a,
√

b) is a C2 ×C2 extension. However,
formally speaking, it is possible that |k∗/k∗2| < 4 and then obviously
we can not define a C2 ×C2 extension. We can instead define a Galois
algebra with Galois group C2 ×C2 and say that the problem is always
weakly solvable.

The main goal is to decompose the obstruction to any µq - em-
bedding problem as a product of classes of cyclic algebras. We denote
by (a,b;ζ )q,k (or just (a,b)q) the equivalence class of the cyclic algebra
which is generated by i1 and i2, such that iq1 = b, iq2 = a and i1i2 = ζ i2i1.
For q = 2 we have the quaternion class (a,b;−1), commonly denoted
by (a,b). The first author proved some partial results for p-groups in
[2, 3, 4, 5] but now we are able to find the obstructions for any group of
nilpotency class ≤ 2.

Let q≥ 2 and n1 ≤ n2 ≤ ·· · ≤ nt be natural numbers. Let L/K be a
G ≃ ∏

t
i=1Cni extension. Assume that for all i, K contains a primitive ni-

th root of unity ζni and a primitive q-th root of unity ζ . Let Ki =K( ni
√

ai)
be the subextension corresponding to the factor Cni for i = 1, . . . , t and
some ai ∈ K×. (That is, Ki is the fixed subfield of ∏ j ̸=iCn j .) Let σi be

the generator of Cni for i = 1, . . . , t. We have that σ j ni
√

ai = ζ
δi j
ni

ni
√

ai (δ
is the Kronecker delta).

Theorem 2.3. Let L/K be a G ≃ ∏
t
i=1Cni extension as described above.

Let

(2.2) 1 −→ µq ≃ ⟨ζ ⟩ −→ H −→ G ≃
t

∏
i=1

Cni −→ 1

be a central group extension with cohomology class γ ∈ H2(G,µq). Let
s1, . . . ,st be the pre-images of σ1, . . . ,σt , let di j ∈ {0, . . . ,q−1} be given
by sis j = ζ d jis jsi, and let sni

i = ζ mi for i = 1, . . . , t;mi ∈ {0, . . . ,q− 1}.
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Then q divides di jni for all i, j : j ̸= i, and the obstruction to the weak
solvability of the embedding problem (L/K,H,µ) given by γ is

t

∏
i=1

(ai,ζ
mi)ni ·∏

i< j
(a j,ai)

di jni/q
n j .

If ζ ∈ ⟨s1, . . . ,st⟩ then the obstruction is for the proper solvability.

Proof. First, we are going to show that the existence of the group exten-
sion (2.2) implies that q must divide d jini for all i, j : j ̸= i. Since H is
nilpotent of class ≤ 2, we have the commutation rule [xy,z] = [x,z][y,z]
for all x,y,z ∈ H. In particular, we have ζ d jini = [si,s j]

ni = [sni
i ,s j] =

[ζ mi ,s j] = 1, so q must divide d jini for all i, j : j ̸= i. We can write
d jini = qz ji for some integer z ji and for all i, j : j ̸= i. Denote by ζd jini

a primitive d jini-th root of unity. Then ζ
z ji
d jini

is a primitive q-th root of

unity and we may assume that ζ
z ji
d jini

= ζ . Similarly, we may assume that

ζni = ζ
d ji
d jini

. Hence ζ
z ji
ni = ζ

d jiz ji
d jini

= ζ d ji for all i ̸= j.
We can assume that di j = −d ji for all i ̸= j, since ζ d ji = [si,s j]

and ζ di j = [s j,si] = [si,s j]
−1 = ζ−d ji . From the above considerations,

we have that n jz ji = n jd jini/q =−(n jdi j/q)ni, so ni divides n jz ji for all
j ̸= i.

Let A = (L,G,ζ ) be the crossed product algebra related to the
embedding problem (L/K,H,µ). Denote G1 = ⟨σ1, . . . ,σt−1⟩ and L1/K
= K( n1

√
a1, . . . , nt−1

√
at−1)/K. The crossed product algebra B = (L1,G1,

ζ ) is included in A , therefore A is a tensor product of B and the cen-
tralizer of B in A : A = B⊗K CA (B).

Now, consider the subalgebra

C = K

[
nt
√

at ,
t−1

∏
i=1

ni
√

ai
−zti · st

]

in A . We have that (∏t−1
i=1

ni
√

ai
−zti ·st)

nt = ζ mt ∏
t−1
i=1 a−ztint/ni

i ∈K, ( nt
√

at)
nt

= at and ∏
t−1
i=1

ni
√

ai
−zti · st · nt

√
at = ζnt

nt
√

at ·∏t−1
i=1

ni
√

ai
−zti · st . Therefore,
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C is the cyclic algebra

C ≃

(
at , ζ

mt
t−1

∏
i=1

a−ztint/ni
i

)
nt

.

Next, we will show that C is in fact the centralizer CA (B). In-
deed, for 1 ≤ κ ≤ t −1 we have

sκ

(
t−1

∏
i=1

ni
√

ai
−zti

)
st =

(
t−1

∏
i=1

ζ
δiκ (−zti)
ni

ni
√

ai
−zti

)
sκst

=

(
t−1

∏
i=1

ζ
δiκ (−zti)
ni

ni
√

ai
−zti

)
ζ
−dκt stsκ

= ζ
−dκt ζ ∑

t−1
i=1 δiκ (−dti)

(
t−1

∏
i=1

ni
√

ai
−zti

)
stsκ =

(
t−1

∏
i=1

ni
√

ai
−zti

)
stsκ ,

since ζ−zti
ni

= ζ−dti = ζ dit and ∑
t
i=1 δiκ(−dti) = dκt . Therefore,

[A ] = [B]

(
at ,ζ

mt
t−1

∏
i=1

a−zti
i

)
nt

= [B](at ,ζ
mt )nt

t−1

∏
i=1

(at ,ai)
dit ni/q
nt ,

and the theorem follows by induction.
It is not hard to see that ζ ∈ ⟨s1, . . . ,st⟩ if and only if ζ is in

the Frattini subgroup Φ(H). From Theorem 2.2 now it follows that the
obstruction is also for the proper solvability.

The above theorem includes the non trivial embedding problem
for cyclic groups (here the product ∏i< j(a j,ai)

di jni/q
n j is 1, because di j =

0 for all i ̸= j). As for the case when the extension (2.2) is split, the
group H is abelian and is a direct product of the kernel and the quotient
group, since the kernel is central. This problem has a trivial (splitting)
obstruction and is always weakly solvable.
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Finally, we would like to remark that Theorem 2.3 can be used
for the inverse problem for any group H of nilpotency class 2 over any
field k, containing a primitive root of unity of degree the exponent of
H. The reason is that any such group H is a pullback of groups that are
cyclic extension of an abelian group. We are going to give some more
details now.

Let ϕ ′ : H ′ → G and ϕ ′′ : H ′′ → G be homomorphisms with ker-
nels N′ and, respectively, N′′. The pullback of the pair of homomor-
phisms ϕ ′ and ϕ ′′ is the subgroup in H ′×H ′′ of all pairs (σ ′,σ ′′), such
that ϕ ′(σ ′) = ϕ ′′(σ ′′). The pullback is denoted by H ′⋏H ′′. It is also
called the direct product of the groups H ′ and H ′′ with amalgamated
quotient group G and denoted by H ′ ∗G H ′′.

Next, let N1 = N′×{1} and N2 = {1}×N′′. Then N1 and N2 are
normal subgroups of H ′⋏H ′′, such that N1 ∩N2 = {1}. The converse is
also true (see [1], I, §12):

Lemma 2.4. Let N1 and N2 be two normal subgroups of the group H,
such that N1∩N2 = {1}. Then H is isomorphic to the pullback (H/N1)⋏
(H/N2).

The application to embedding problems is given by:

Theorem 2.5. ([1, Theorem 1.12]) Let K/k be a Galois extension with
Galois group G. In the notations of Lemma 2.4, let G ≃ H/N1N2 and
H ≃ (H/N1)⋏ (H/N2). Then the embedding problem (K/k,H,N1N2)
is solvable if and only if the embedding problems (K/k,H/N1,N2) and
(K/k,H/N2,N1) are solvable.

Let H be a nilpotent group of class 2. Then H/Z(H) is abelian,
and the center Z(H) can be decomposed into a direct product of cyclic
groups, which, of course, are normal in H. Therefore H is a pullback
of cyclic extensions of H/Z(H), for which we can compute the obstruc-
tions. This will give us all the obstructions for the embedding problems
with an abelian kernel.

———–
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